THE RITUAL MUSIC OF THE IGLESIA DEL CUIDAD
MISTICA DE DIOS: A PRELIMINARY REPORT
RAMON
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The Iglesia del Ciudad Mistica de Dios is one of several religious
colonies found at the foot of Mount Banahao in barrio Santa Lucia.
Dolores, Quezon. Hundreds of pilgrims from distant balangays of
the different religious sodalities around Luzon still flock to its many
shrines (puwesto) during the season of Lent in the Philippines. Th.c
pilgrims believe in the mystical transfer of the Holy Land to this area
and accordingly observe the rites and rituals propitous to the occasion.
The following report is a descriptive analysis of the ritual music
of the Iglesia del Ciudad Mistica de Dios. The recordings contained
in two cassette cartridges taped along the way to the shrines and in the
Mistica de Dios compound included: (1) a part of a pasyon singing
version of Christ's Passion) by Santoyo's group, (2) a hymn
sung by a group of pilgrims from Batangas before the Piedra Mental,
a large rock at the Sta. Lucia shrine, (3) another pasyon singing at
the Prisintahan, and ( 4) an evening procession music and four early
morning hymns of the Mistica de Dios. All together, these musical pieces
constituted the raw data of this study.
The recording were totally improvised. There was no specific plan
as to where or when the music would be recorded. What follows then
is a random collection of musicological data. While it is true that not
all the recorded music in tape were transcribed completely, this explor93
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atory fieldwork nevertheless yielded substantial information regarding
the nature of the ritual music of the Iglesia del Ciudad Mistica de
Dios.

Ge11eral Remarks
The ritual music of Mistica de Dios is purely vocal and is
quite western in orientation. The hymns are set either in major or
minor modes. These are also performed in harmonized texture, mostly
in thirds and occasionally in fourths or in full triadic structures. There
is a predilection towards the 3 2 3 harmonic progression whenever
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applicable, which partly indicates a rather sophisticated harmonic sense.
While there seems to be an awareness of the vertical sonority among
the singers, the tendency is to be more conscious of individual lines,
thus preserving the polyphonic aspects of the hymns. Although there
is no definite choral organization, the singers seem to have absorbed
the harmonic content of the hymns. They can sing any of the voices
in the two-part and sometimes three-part textures.
The congregation, always singing as a group, is led by one or
two presentors or leaders. The leaders appear to have three principal
functions in the musical liturgy: ( 1) to sing the first part of the
lines in responsorial settings, e.g., in the Litany of the Saint; (2) to
sing the first motivic line in order to start a hymn or a phrase and
(3) to maintain a certain continuity in the singing either by sustaining
phrases, or by immediately starting the next major formal division,
almost creating an overlap with the previous phrase or section. The
cantors maintain a certain control of the tempo, the movement, and
the formal structure of the performance. They almost function as
conductors.
The use of the Latin text (in the Litany of the Saints) points to
a Roman Catholic orientation in the liturgy. Some of the chant formulas have been adapted and transformed. The misplaced word accents give evidence to
probable adaptation of the text of pre-existing
tunes. The style of singing is characterized by portamentos ·and occasional subtle turns, which tend to moderate the speed of the hymn
in general.
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Analytical .Description of the Music
Hymn 1 (early morning service)
The opening hymn is a hymn of praise arid th.anksgiving and is
sung.at the beginning of the early morning service that starts at 5:00
a.m. The meter is in four-four time although just like in the other
hymns, this is not strictly followed in the singing. This discrepancy is
due to the sliding style of singing, the irregular pauses and the noncoincidence of verbal stresses to the musical accents.
The tempo in the first few bars of the recording (which is about
the middle of the entire hymn) is rather slow. When the refrain is
reached, however, the tempo becomes faster until towards the end of
the first part of the refrain (1.13m.4). The slow pace is kept until
the end.
The leader or cantor consistenty sings the first word or motivic
line of the strophes (1.6 ms. 4-5) while the refrain. (1. 11 rnA) is sung
by the entire congregation.
The harmonic texture in this particular hymn is articulated more
than in the other hymns because all the so-called consonant intervals
Some full triadic struc( 3rds, 4ths, 5ths, 6ths) have been
tures, as in 11. 5-6 have also been noted.

Hymn 2
The full text of this hymn is rather unclear. However, some of
the recognizable words indicate that the hymn is one of thanksgiving
and is addressed to the Mystical Rose (Blessed Virgin Mary). · The
text .also contains. the liturgical Greek text of "Kyrie Eleison" and some
Spanish-sounding words ( 1.15 and 1.17).
The music is in the style of a kundiman, set in slow triple meter
and in a minor key. The phrases are more clearly delineated and are
a little bit more symmetrical .than those found in the other hymns.
The harmonic content is again characterized by independent linear
parts, resulting in a variety of intervallic structures.
At the end of each verse, there is an ornamental 4-3 suspension
figure sun.g by the leaders. However, this istreated more as a textual
ornament rather than a dissonance as a consequence of a linear progression. This gives further ·evidence to the possibility that the hymn was
initially learned as a fully harmonized composition..
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Hymn 3

The musical character is similar to that of a chorale. It is . very
homophonic and the phrases are very assymmetrical. The verses are
hatd to·disti.Iiguish from one another because of the co:ritiiiuous style of
singing. The breath pauses do not seem 'to fall on standard cadence
points. The emphasis is not on linear polyphony but rather on sonority.
The mainharmonic
iS the third'above the melody. The movement is almost recitaiive-like,, slow and' full of poriamentos.

Hymn 4
. · The final hymn of the early morning service is almost the same
as Hymn 3. It .assumes the character of
:chorale recitative. The
phrase divisions are likewise asymmetrical and the harmonization is
simple, using the third as the main interval. Unlike the previous· hymn
however, the main melody ofthis hymn is in the top voice. Another
point of difference is that the phrases are longer than Jhose of Hymn 3,
resulting in a more lyrical setting.

a

The phrase mamah'ay k_a ate two of the' words that are closely recorded. It · is interesting to note · that · the same •. words . appear in the
closing hymn of the evening service. This fact implies that the same
sentiment is felt at the end of a worship service - an appeal to God
to dwell in their hearts. This also seems to indicate that the Mistic:a
de Dios group has specific hymns for specific purposes in their ritual.
Litany of the

and Responsorial Hymn

One of the most striking features of the procession is the singing
of the Litany of the Saints. This i.s significant because the se.des of
responsories in this litany is broken up by interpolated verses taken
Jrom another hymn. 'The practice is very similar to medieval troping
where a .
chant 'is broken iJ?.tO' sections. hy . interposing -new
bits · of melody and text. The only difference is that in medieval
troping whatever was interposed is related iri meaning to the chant.
.Jn: this case, the .music and lyrics added. do .not' necessa:dly complement
the·meaning of the· original text. · The litany proper :is stmg in Latin
while the interpolated' verses are sung in Tagalog.· Mter the· entire
Litany, a' cori.cluding prayer .is recited and the :entire hymn (together
· ·
with the interpolated vetses) is sung.
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The hymn is made up of ten verses, the last verse being a repetition
of the first. Each verse is made up of six lines. The first line contains five to nine syllables, and the rest have eight syllables each.. The
refrain is made up of two lines that are repeated; the first line contains
eight syllables while the other has ten. This is best illustrated by the
sixth verse which came out as one of the few verses whose text was
clearly recorded:
0 kamatayang mararahas ( 9)
Sa ulan at bawa't kidlat (8)
Itong siphayo ay lunas (8)
Higit na inililigtas (8)
Na ang sino mang Kristiyano (8)
Na may dibosyong totoo (8)
Refrain

Angheles saka ng koro ( 8)
Pr'in (purihin) natin ang Bathalang totoo (10)

The first verse and the last have only four lines instead of the
usual six.
Purihin ka naming totoo (9)
Ng sanlangitan Ama ko (8).
Pinupuri k'namin totoo (8)
Sa sanlangitang mana ko (8)
Rf,frain

Angheles

The formula for the tune of the responsorial hymn may have been
derived from the Gregorian chant:
a. Gregorian chall.t

...,

Omnes sancte innocentes
b.

...

•

..,.

+

....

0 - ra - te pro nobis

Mistica de Dios melody

J ) J Ji
Omnes sancte innocentes

0 - ra - te pro nobis

c. Harmonized version of the Mistica de Dios melody

I Ji J
Omnes sancte innocentes

0

ra - te pro nobis
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The Mistica de Dios melody is merely a third above the original
Gregorian chant (transposed to a) with a little embellishment in the
cadence point. A further harmonic elaboration is then added as i1111S··
trated in c.
The performance variates some motivic lines of the hymn verses,
such as those found at the beginnings of the refrains. Much of the
melodic alterations result from the length of the text, i.e., when some
lines contain less or more syllables than the standard count of eight.
This is quite apparent at the beginning of each verse and the fifth
line of the third verse (see 1.32 and 1.67). Slight harmonic variations
also occur especially in the refrains.
There are a number of word contractions and the seemingly misplaced normal word accents in relation to the musiCal accents. This
means that the music and the text had been composed independently
of each other. In the refrain for example, the word purihin is sung as
pr'in on an eight-note.

Hymn 2
This hymn is sung
honor of the Blessed Virgin Mary at the
end of the evening service. This is probably the principal hymn of
praise of the congregation to. the object of their veneration. Its place
in the evening service - it is sung as a final hym - lends credence
to this assertion. The ministerial role given to the women in the com:tpunity, tl1e blue ankle-long skirts worn by the women, all point to
the Blessed Virgin Mary as the focal point in their liturgical worship.
Maria Bernarda Balitaan (MBB) was the founder of the samahan.
Hymn 2 is sung a little faster than the other hymns arid with a
general feeling of duple meter. The phrases are a bit irregular at the
beginning of each verse. The leaders inject a kind of improvisory
melisma to these verses (see 1.3). A melodic motive of the first verse
is also variated in the succeeding verses:
Verse

1

Verses 2
3
4
5

I

i

I' i'"

'·
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This particular hymn also shows some polyphonic improvisations
in the lower voice(s): 1.1 m.3; 1.3 ms. 6 and 7; 1.4 m.6.
The singing is continuous. There is hardly any gap between ·the
verses - the leader immediately starts the next verse after reaching
the final note of the previous verse.
This preliminary report points to several interesting data regarding
the character of the ritual music of the Igle.ri(l del Ct'udad Mistica de
Dios. The most significant is perhaps its close affinity to the Roman
Catholic liti:.Irgical music. Some· of the essential aspects of both music
and practice of the orthodox churches have been preserved. On the
other hand, the character of -the music itself is of a more recent vintage,
being based on the major and minor modes. While it is evident that
the basic polyphonic and harmonic organizations had been formally
composed, the music in general still preserves an individual quality :.s
a result of the spontaneous fusion of western musical structures and
local style of performance and musical
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EARLY MORNING SERVICE
HYMN 1
Original Key:

..r :=c.100

D major
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EARLY MORNING SERVICE
HYMN2
Original Key:

f-sharp minor
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. EARLY MORNING SERVICE

·HYMN ·s
Original Key:

D major
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EARLY MORNING SERVICE
HYMN4
Original Key:
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EVENING PROCESSION and CHAPEL SERVICE

LITANY OF THE SAINTS
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Agnus Dei qui to!Iis peccata mundi; parce noble, bomine
Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi; exaudi nos, Do•ine
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EVENING PROCESSION and CHAPEL SERVICE
HYMN2
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